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Abstract
This thesis explores how the COVID-19 pandemic forced a shift in the way parasocial
relationships between music artists and their followers are created and maintained on social
media platforms. Previous literature on the phenomenon of parasocial interactions advancing into
parasocial relationships was discussed and analyzed as foundation for the research. The
researcher conducted an online survey questionnaire and a social listening content analysis to
study participants’ behavior prior and during the pandemic, and how this affected participants’
parasocial relationships with the music artists that they follow on the social media platforms that
they use. The goal of this thesis was to aid public relations professional in the music industry
understand how the COVID-19 pandemic affected the way artists and followers engaged and
connected, and how this in turn affects strategies and tactics moving forward. Through the
survey questionnaire and the social listening content analysis, the research revealed patterns of
behavior among followers on social media since the start of the pandemic that differed from
patterns of behavior prior to the pandemic. Additionally, solicited and unsolicited testimonies
from followers gave insights onto where they stand in terms of their connections to artists.
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Introduction
In March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic put an indefinite stop to in-person music events
and in-person engagement between music artists and their followers. This forced the music
industry to come up with alternatives, such as live virtual concerts and pre-recorded content, in
order to keep their followers entertained and themselves busy (Parsons, 2020). Virtual concerts
and pre-recorded content allowed the engagement between artists and their followers to continue,
which was vital for the parasocial relationships between artists and followers, as engagement is a
key component of parasocial relationships (Horton & Wohl, 1956). Research findings from this
study revealed that interactions between music artists and their followers through virtual
engagement and virtual concerts have allowed parasocial relationships between artists and
followers to continue to exist throughout the pandemic. Furthermore, findings uncovered that
those followers felt more connected to artists during the pandemic, than they did prior to the
pandemic.
Parasocial relationships are virtual bonds between artists and their followers that exist on
social media platforms, which happen as a result of parasocial interactions, a concept backed by
the parasocial interaction theory, created by Donald Horton and Richard Wohl in 1956 (Horton
& Wohl, 1956). Parasocial interactions are followers’ anticipated responses to acts of
engagement from artists (Horton & Wohl, 1956). When artists interact with followers on social
media or in real life, followers feel an increased level of intimacy, and this level of increased
intimacy allows for parasocial interactions to turn into parasocial relationships (Thompson,
2019). This is because interactions between artists and followers are casual and personable,
mimicking interactions that followers have with friends and family (Phelps, 2011).
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This study focused on how the COVID-19 pandemic shifted followers’ connections with
artists through virtual events and engagement, by using the parasocial interaction theory as
theoretical framework. This theory was further explored through existing literature, and applied
to the research findings of this study. Previous literature and research have explored the topic
superficially, which served as foundation for this study. Through solicited and unsolicited
testimonials from followers, this study sought to get a deeper understanding of the how and why
behind the occurrence of parasocial relationships between artists and followers continuing to
exist during the pandemic – and how and why followers have felt more connected to artists
during a time where all engagement was strictly virtual.
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Literature Review
Parasocial Interaction Theory
The concept of the parasocial interaction theory originated from Donald Horton and
Richard Wohl in 1956. Horton and Wohl define parasocial interactions as the anticipated
responses from spectators, following the engagement or performance of a performer (Horton &
Wohl, 1956). When engaging and performing, a performer “is seen engaged with others; but
often he faces the spectator, uses the mode of direct address, talks as if he were conversing
personally and privately” (Horton & Wohl, 1956). From there, spectators will respond by not just
observing the engagement or performance of the performer, but also by allowing to be slowly
immersed into said engagement or performance which results in spectators’ participation on top
of observation (Horton & Wohl, 1956). As a result, “the more the performer seems to adjust his
performance to the supposed response of the audience, the more the audience tends to make the
response anticipated. This simulacrum of conversational give and take may be called parasocial
interaction” (Horton & Wohl, 1956).
The constant back-and-forth of engagement and responses between performers and their
spectators, parasocial interactions, amount to parasocial relationships (Horton & Wohl, 1956),
which are defined as “this seeming face-to-face relationship between spectator and performer”
(Horton & Wohl, 1956). Said engagement in these relationships create “a powerful and
innovative avenue for public relations” (Rasmussen, 2018). This is because engagement is seen
as “the future of public relations” (Dhanesh, 2017). Engagement is defined as “an affective,
cognitive, and behavioral state wherein publics and organizations who share mutual interests in
salient topics interact along continua that range from passive to active and from control to
collaboration” (Dhanesh, 2017). The field of public relations uses engagement to establish
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understanding and dialogue between organizations and their publics, in order to maintain and/or
strengthen relationships between those organizations and publics (Dhanesh, 2017). On social
media platforms, this engagement is digital and is “manifested as clicks, likes, views, shares,
comments, tweets, recommendations, and other user-generated content” (Dhanesh, 2017).
Engagement is a vital part of the parasocial interaction theory, as the theory is based on
the concept of performers engaging with spectators, in order to get a response out of spectators
(Horton & Wohl, 1956). Parasocial interactions need engagement between performers and
spectators in order to advance into parasocial relationships, because constant engagement is what
allows parasocial interactions to grow into parasocial relationships (Horton & Wohl, 1956).
Therefore, engagement connects the parasocial interaction theory and the field of public relations
because engagement plays a crucial role in both concepts; the parasocial interaction theory is
built upon the idea of two publics engaging and forming relationships (Horton & Wohl, 1956),
which is the goal of public relations (Dhanesh, 2017).

Followers on Social Media
In this study, spectators are referred to as followers, which are individuals who wish and
choose to interact and engage with a brand or individual on social media; they follow them (Song
& Kim, 2020). When a social media user follows another social media user on the same social
media platform, they become a follower of that user; “a follow represents a user who chooses to
see all of another user’s posts in their content feed” (Big Commerce, 2021). Furthermore, “each
social media platform allows users to connect with other based on shared interests” (Song &
Kim, 2020).
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For example, Facebook Help Center describes what happens when a user follows another
user as “when you follow someone, you see their posts in your News Feed. You automatically
follow people you’re friends with. You can also follow the posts of people you’re interested in”
(Facebook Help Center, 2021). Furthermore, “when you follow someone or a Page, you may see
updates from that person or Page in your News Feed” (Facebook Help Center, 2021). Twitter
defines the concept of following as “you are subscribing to their Tweets as a follower, their
updated will appear in your Home timeline, that person is able to send you Direct Messages”
(Twitter Help Center, 2021). It defines the concept of followers as “people who receive your
Tweets. If someone follows you: they’ll show up in your followers list, they’ll see your Tweets
in their Home timeline whenever they log in to Twitter, you can start a private conversation with
them” (Twitter Help Center, 2021).

Parasocial Relationships and Engagement Between Artists and Followers
Social media platforms play an important role in facilitating parasocial interactions
between artists and followers (Phelps, 2011). Artists share parts of their personal lives online,
which allows for artists to “achieve some form of intimate relationships with large numbers of
audience members” (Phelps, 2011). An example of this intimacy is when artists “directly address
the viewer as if the conversation were private or intimate, the viewer responds as if the received
message is personal” (Phelps, 2011). Other ways for the intimacy to be increased when artists
communicate online include “making messages casual, conversational, and by including body
language when applicable to mimic a casual interpersonal interaction” (Phelps, 2011). In making
the interactions as casual as possible, artists “try to blur the lines between themselves and their
audience” (Phelps, 2011).
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Though, intimacy aside, in order for a parasocial relationship to be accepted by the
audience, in this case followers, “the celebrity or performer must build his or her performance
and interactions with the audience based on the audience’s response to that performer” (Phelps,
2011). This is imperative for the parasocial interactions to progress into parasocial relationships,
because artists should “relate to the viewer so that the parasocial relationship compliments
normal, everyday life” (Phelps, 2011). By integrating into followers’ everyday life, followers get
the impression that they can personally relate to the artists, and live vicariously through them and
the things they share online about their personal lives (Phelps, 2011). As a result, this is what
makes “the parasocial relationship that much stronger when the viewer feels as if they know the
celebrity on a much more personal level” (Phelps, 2011).
When followers spend time on social media platforms forming connections with music
artists, they also connect with other users that are also followers of those music artists because
“the longer an Internet user spends online, the more likely they are to gravitate towards an online
group of one sort or another” (Ballantine & Martin, 2005). This gives followers a sense of
community, and once followers interact and connect “with others online, it is assumed that they
will become a recurring member of one or more of these communities, and over time,
increasingly turn to them as a source of information and social interaction” (Ballantine & Martin,
2005).
In the music industry, these communities are referred to as fandoms, which work as “an
alternative social community whose members hold a set of practices in common that are
associated with collective receptions and the joint construction of meanings; members take an
active stance and create their own culture” (Lacasa et all. 2016). In more specific terms, “fandom
is the recognition of a positive, personal, relatively deep, emotional connection with a mediated
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element of popular culture” (Lacasa et all. 2016). An example of a fandom in the music industry
is that of One Direction, the English-Irish pop band that was created on the British version of
The X Factor in 2010 (Lacasa et all. 2016). Most fandoms give their members a name, such as
the members of the One Direction fandom who call themselves “Directioners,” a practice that
adds to followers feeling like they are part of a community (Lacasa et all. 2016).
Followers idolize a celebrity and make them out to be a hero in order to have someone to
look up to and live for when they need support (Lacasa et all. 2016), and “it is clear that young
people build their heroes through the information provided on social networks” (Lacasa et all.
2016). Besides seeing their favorite artists as heroes, followers also see them as a genuine source
of happiness and well-being (Kim & Kim, 2020).

Music Events Before COVID-19
The concept of modern concerts came about through the rock and roll music era that
kicked off in the 1960s (Jones, 2017). As rock and roll concerts started to become a successful
and growing concept, ticketing and seating became more advanced, which introduced the world
to concerts as we know them today (Jones, 2017). Big artists that entered the music scene during
that time such as the Beatles got to benefit from the expanding concept of concerts, and such
groups “made music more mainstream and more crucial to social life, and people began to
regularly attend the shows of their favorite bands” (Jones, 2017). They “have become a staple for
music lovers, and even for those just interested in the social scene. Regardless of favorite genre
or band, experiencing music live has become one of the most popular ways that people enjoy the
arts and pay tribute to their favorite musicians” (Jones, 2017).
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Besides facilitating the potential for commercial gain, concerts also have much potential
for facilitating the “emotional connections and perceived relationships that fans have with
musicians” (Meese, 2021). These connections and relationships have the potential to translate
from social media platforms to in-person live concerts because “live concerts also enable
audience members to experience an in-person relationship with the performer” (Swarbick et all.
2019). Additionally, “people like the connection of experiencing music with other people and
people like the feeling of being connected to the performers, by being in the same physical space
together, with the potential for performers to directly engage with the audience” (Swarbrick et
all. 2019). As previously stated, followers look to interact and engage with music artists on social
media platforms, so they attend in-person at concerts to potentially do the same there (Swarbrick
et all. 2019). Followers also look to continue their experience of being a part of online
communities such as fandoms by attending in-person concerts to experience the live music with
others (Swarbrick et all. 2019).
A study in 2018 revealed that 52% of Americans attend at least one music event each
year (Meier, 2018). These attendees tended to spend “an average of $247 a year on tickets to live
music events, versus $147 a year for the general population” (Rys, 2018). Additionally, “23% of
such attendees were found to buy artist merchandise on-site, while 19% purchase new music or
visit an artist’s website” (Rys, 2018). The overall statistics for the general population revealed
that the percentage of concert attendees increased from 33% in 2017 to 35% in 2018, and for
festival attendees it increased from 18% in 2017 to 23% in 2018 (Rys, 2018). In 2019, Live
Nation, one of the world’s largest concert promotion companies, promoted 40,237 concerts and
festivals, resulting in a revenue of $9.43 billion (Statista, 2021). In 2020, due to the pandemic,
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the company was able to promote only 8,117 events, causing its revenue for that year to drop to
$1.47 billion (Statista, 2021).

Virtual Music Events During COVID-19
The music industry paused in-person operations in March 2020 as COVID-19 was
officially declared a global pandemic by the World Health Organization (Cucinotta & Vanelli,
2020). In-person music events were indefinitely postponed or canceled with no certainty on
when they would return. Festivals such as Coachella and Stagecoach were hopeful at first and
postponed their Spring 2020 plans for Fall 2020 but ended up having to completely cancel
(Brown, 2020). Artists such as Harry Styles, The Weeknd and Guns N’ Roses also had to
reconfigure their tour plans and postponed 2020 tours to later in 2021 and the start of 2022
(Vulture, 2021). In total, over 62 tours that were supposed to take place in 2020, were canceled
(Vulture, 2021).
Following the cancelation of in-person tours, “musicians and music labels quickly
became even more creative in lockdown and evolved a whole raft of innovative and all-round
entertaining virtual concerts bringing the new experience of live music into people’s homes”
(Bunnag, 2020). The methods musicians chose to continue performing their music “have come in
a variety of approaches, from YouTube and Facebook premieres of pre-recorded concerts
through to virtual concerts given by solo musicians in isolation” (Parsons, 2020). Over the past
year and half, the music industry has been able to “see the innovative and engaging steps that
many ensembles have made to keep elements of performance going, thereby both keeping
audiences entertained and providing musicians with much needed work in these unprecedented
times” (Parsons, 2020).
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An example of an artist who has held virtual concerts during the pandemic is Liam
Payne, who over the past 12 months has put on four different virtual concerts, each one with a
different theme, including one that was Halloween themed. Payne promoted his concerts and
ticket sales through his social media platforms (Brooks, 2020), specifically with “announcements
and promotional campaigns on TikTok and Instagram” (Frankenberg, 2020). The promotional
efforts paid off as Payne’s Halloween-themed concert had a “staggering count of 3.7 billion chat
messages during the stream” (Frankenberg, 2020). Payne also gave followers the opportunity to
interact with him during the concerts through special features and effects (Kraun, 2020). All four
of Payne’s virtual concerts were livestreamed on Veeps, “an online experiential platform that
allows artists to sell tickets directly to followers for livestreamed performances” (Kraun, 2020).
Veeps has quickly become a household name for artists and followers during the
pandemic, as it became an essential platform for virtual concerts (Frankenberg, 2020). The
platform was initially created to provide “VIP on-site services for smaller artists at concerts,
acting as an add-on to their greater touring business” (Frankenberg, 2020), but as COVID-19
caused a boom in virtual concerts, Veeps was able to become a full-time livestream concert
platform due to its technical and digital specs (Frankenberg, 2020). In 2020, the platform
livestreamed over 1,000 virtual concerts which brought in more than $10 million, with artist
Louis Tomlinson’s concert in December 2020 being the best-selling virtual concert on the
platform – that one bringing in $1 million (Frankenberg, 2020).
Another platform that became extremely popular during the COVID-19 pandemic is
Zoom, “the cloud-based video communications app that allows you to set up video and audio
conferencing, webinars, live chats, screen-sharing, and other collaborative capabilities”
(Antonelli, 2020). In 2020, the platform saw a 354% increase in customers and a 169% increase
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in revenue, going from a projected $201 million to $328 million (Antonelli, 2020). Since the start
of the pandemic, Zoom has become the go-to video communication platform for professional and
personal use (Antonelli, 2020). That personal use includes artists using the platform to engage
with followers, such as Payne, for example, who used Zoom for private engagements with
followers following his concerts (Frankenberg, 2020).
Tomlinson’s concert virtually gathered 160,000 followers from all over the world,
making it the biggest livestream by a male artist (Hastings, 2020). Another livestream concert
that drew a large, virtual crowd was that of artist Niall Horan in November 2020, which sold
more than 125,000 tickets and was performed live at the Royal Albert Hall in London, England
(Chedraoui, 2020). Horan’s concert was organized to raise money for his tour crew that has been
unable to work due to the cancelation of his 2020 tour, and “the #WeNeedCrew relief fund in
response to the UK government’s failure to provide financial support for tour crews” (Leake,
2020). Each ticket was priced at $20, so about $2.5 million was raised (Leake, 2020).
South Korean boy band BTS gathered 1.33 million followers for their June 2021 virtual
concert, breaking their own previous record of 993,000 followers attending their October 2020
virtual concert, and 756,000 attending their June 2020 virtual concert (Basbas, 2021). The 1.33
million followers that tuned in for the June 2021 virtual concert were spread out across 195
countries, and allowed the band to continue to own the world record for most viewers for a music
concert livestream on a bespoke platform (Basbas, 2021). This virtual concert generated over
$71 million in tickets and merchandise items (Basbas, 2021).
Each music artist mentioned was able to attract a large number of followers to their
virtual concerts, had the opportunity to perform and promote music, and allowed their followers
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to virtually spend time with them during a time where they couldn’t spend time together inperson.
Parasocial Relationships and Engagement Between Artists and Followers During COVID19
The COVID-19 pandemic restricted in-person socialization, causing people to rely on
social media more than ever before to feel some sort of connection to others (Jarzyna, 2020).
One way that people filled the void of in-person isolation is by using social media to focus on
others, specifically celebrities; “because of the isolation and the direct access people had to
celebrities via social media as well as via streaming platforms, many people became much more
attentive to their favored celebrities” (Luscombe, 2021). An example of this is the creation of a
Twitter update account for Ben Affleck’s quarantine romance with co-star Ana de Armas
(McClusky, 2021). This account, @ArmasUpdates, “was a major force behind the surging
interest in BenAna in the early months of the pandemic” (McClusky, 2021). Such interests came
as a result of people “looking for anything to distract themselves from a firehose of bad news”
(McClusky, 2021).
The increased interest in celebrities that people felt during the pandemic “might partly be
the result of people consuming a lot more content in their homes, through their personal devices”
(Luscombe, 2021). This makes it a different experience, as it is “not the same as going to an
arena and seeing the concert. They’re sitting at their house” (Luscombe, 2021). Social isolation
caused by social distancing comes into play here as well, as “parasocial closeness with media
personae increased over time, suggesting that favorite media personae become more meaningful
as participants engaged in social distancing” (Bond, 2021). Furthermore, “parasocial closeness
increased with greater intensity among participants who increased parasocial engagement,
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reduced face-to-face social engagement with friends, increased mediated social engagement with
friends, and those low in attachment anxiety” (Bond, 2021).
This increased feeling of virtual closeness to celebrities due to decreased in-person
closeness with friends and family forced parasocial relationships to exist deeper into the online
space. While yes, people continued to maintain “stable relationships with friends as the social
distancing measures went on, but felt much closer to the celebrities they followed” (Luscombe,
2021). This gave way to increased engagement on social media platforms, specifically for music
artists and their followers, as Instagram Live became a go-to method of communication and
engagement during the pandemic, so much so that the platform saw a 70% increase in usage
during the first month of the pandemic (Leskin, 2020). When using Instagram Live, artists took
followers along during their daily activities, or lack thereof, during quarantine and lockdown
periods. Followers’ ability to leave comments on the livestreams allowed for back-and-forth
engagement. This engagement would occur in real time, as Instagram Live is live, which would
fuel followers’ feeling of connectivity to artists (Leskin, 2020). Because Instagram’s Live feature
experienced the 70% increase in usage by artists and followers, the app even made changes to its
Instagram Live time limit, expanding the maximum stream time from one hour to four hours
(Perez, 2020).
An example of engagement being created among followers during the COVID-19
pandemic was the social media content revolving around the 10-year anniversary of One
Direction. During the week of July 23, 2020, the band’s Twitter and YouTube accounts
facilitated conversation surrounding the band’s 10-year journey with multiple anniversaryrelated hashtags that were heavily used and trended by followers on both platforms (Mercuri,
2020). This follower engagement translated into a 468% increase in One Direction’s YouTube
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music catalog (Countryman, 2020). Said follower engagement also caused the band to return to
Billboard’s Social 50 Chart at number two on the August 1, 2020, ranking date (Rutherford,
2020).
Engagement during the pandemic also occurred in non-real time, with pre-recorded video
content that is later uploaded to social media platforms. YouTube, the social media platform
centered around pre-recorded video content, saw a 73% increase in usage in the United States,
making it the social media platform with the most significant usage increase during the pandemic
so far (Rodriguez, 2021). An example of pre-recorded video content posted on YouTube that
performed well in terms of views is 5 Seconds of Summer’s “Spilling the Quarantea” video that
the band uploaded to their YouTube channel after it was privately recorded. The band’s
followers got to enjoy 45 minutes of the band members chatting with each other and listening to
their music. While this video doubled as promotion for the band’s newest album (Malik, 2020), it
still gave their followers new content. The video was uploaded in April 2020, and as of July
2021, it has over 1.3 million views (YouTube, 2021).
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Research Questions
RQ1: How do followers of music artists self-identify themselves and their social media usage?
Rationale: The concept of followers on social media platforms that is used in existing literature
is broad and lacks individuality in terms of the demographic profiles of said followers,
and their unique social media usage. With this question, the researcher looked to
understand how followers identify themselves demographically, and how they use the
social media platforms that they are active on. This question is foundational to knowing
who followers are, before understanding their behaviors.

RQ2: How did followers choose to engage with the music artists that they follow on social
media prior to the COVID-19 pandemic?
Rationale: The role that social media platforms and in-person live music events have played in
facilitating parasocial relationships prior to the COVID-19 pandemic is covered in
existing literature and research. Along with that, it has also been discussed that followers
actively spent time on social media platforms to connect with music artists. With this
question, the researcher sought out to discover the specific methods in which followers
chose to do this, prior to the pandemic.

RQ3: How have followers chosen to engage with the music artists that they follow on social
media throughout the past year of the COVID-19 pandemic?
Rationale: Similar to RQ2, this question was created to discover the ways followers choose to
engage with music artists on social media platforms, but this time during the COVID-19
pandemic. The researcher looked to understand the difference, if any, in followers’
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chosen methods of engagement due to social distancing protocols and quarantine
mandates brought on by the pandemic.

RQ4: How have followers felt more connected in their parasocial relationships with the music
artists that they follow on social media, a year into the COVID-19 pandemic?
Rationale: Existing literature suggests in broad terms that there were increased feelings of
connectivity between followers and music artists, without going into detail about what
those exact feelings entail. Because the pandemic is still ongoing, there is not much
research related to this just yet. Therefore, the researcher used this research question to
determine the specific and individual ways in which followers felt more connected to the
music artists that they follow on social media, a year into the pandemic. This is important
to understand as this information has the potential to inspire future strategies and tactics
for digital engagement in the field of public relations.
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Methodology
The researcher chose to conduct both an online survey questionnaire and a content
analysis to gather data for this study. The intent of the survey was to gather quantitative data
from a controlled group of participants, in a controlled online space. This way the data that
emerged could be used as primary data that is applicable and relevant to the study. The content
analysis was chosen with the purpose of gathering qualitative data. The intent here was for the
content analysis data to add context to the data from the survey, from an uncontrolled group of
participants in a less controlled online space. The researcher believed that this would make the
content analysis a valuable tool for the study, alongside the survey.
The survey was used as the first methodological approach. Research through survey is
defined as “the collection of information from a sample of individuals through their responses to
questions” (Ponto, 2015), and “allows for a variety of methods to recruit participants, collect
data, and utilize various methods of instrumentation” (Ponto, 2015). Some advantages of survey
research include the various methods that participants can be recruited, and that it is possible to
have a large sample size which “increases the likelihood that the responses from the sample will
accurately reflect the entire population” (Ponto, 2015). A disadvantage of survey research
includes the potential for errors, including coverage errors, sampling errors, measurement errors
and nonresponse errors (Ponto, 2015).
The researcher chose a survey as first methodological approach because it allowed the
researcher to fully customize the survey questions according to the research questions of this
study. By being able to do so, the researcher was able to ensure that the survey generated
responses that answered the research questions, and generated applicable data. What the
researcher found to be a disadvantage of using a survey was not being able to control the
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responses to the open-answer questions of the survey. Certain open-answer responses contained
offensive language, which were a disadvantage to the research as those responses were not useful
data.
The instrument for the survey was Qualtrics, a “cloud-based platform for creating and
distributing web-based surveys” (Kent State University, 2021). Its capabilities include being
extremely customizable, being able to be translated into multiple languages, and sharing
capabilities that are built into the software (Kent State University, 2021). The researcher used
Syracuse University’s version of Qualtrics to allow for proper branding.
The second methodological approach was conducting the content analysis, which is “the
study of the content with reference to the meanings, contexts and intentions contained in the
messages” (Prasad, 2008). Additionally, content analysis is seen as “a method where the content
of the message forms the basis for drawing inferences and conclusions about the content”
(Prasad, 2008). Therefore, “it is defined as a method of observation in the sense that instead of
asking people to respond to questions, it takes the communications that people have produced”
(Prasad, 2008). Because of this, “it is considered as an unobtrusive or non-reactive method of
social research” (Prasad, 2008), and is “most widely used in social science and mass
communication research” (Prasad, 2008).
The researcher chose content analysis because it would offer insight from individuals that
weren’t recruited or aware of the study being conducted. The researcher felt that this would be an
advantage in terms of the content being as authentic and unbiased as possible. A disadvantage
though, was that this opened the door to a large volume of data, which required having to sift
through and find only what’s useful to this study.
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The instrument for the content analysis was Social Studio, a software that allows for
social listening, engagement and publishing on social media platforms such as Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram and YouTube (Ortega, 2021). Social Studio’s social listening tool makes it
possible to “monitor what fans, followers, industries, and even competitors are saying” (Ortega,
2021), on social media platforms.

Sample and Procedure
The survey was posted and promoted on the researcher’s personal Facebook and
LinkedIn accounts on June 17, 2021, and on Amazon Mechanical Turk on June 21, 2021. The
survey was open for six days on Facebook and LinkedIn, and two days on Amazon Mechanical
Turk. Data collection ended on June 23, 2021. The survey was accessible to any individual, but
participants had to be a least 18 years old in order to participate. No personal information was
asked of the participants besides their age, gender and ethnicity. Everything remained
anonymous. The total number of responses was 346, 221 came from Facebook and LinkedIn,
and 125 came from Amazon Mechanical Turk.
The Social Studio social listening was conducted on July 15, 2021. The monitoring
period was set to 30 days, June 15, 2021 – July 15, 2021, to allow for a maximum amount of
data. The content that was monitored were Twitter Tweets posted by random and non-recruited
Twitter users. The researcher created five social listening dashboards, one for each artist that the
researcher was going to conduct social listening on. These artists were Taylor Swift, Ariana
Grande, BTS, Harry Styles and Justin Bieber. The researcher chose to conduct social listening on
these artists because they were the top five most mentioned fandoms by respondents from the
survey questionnaire, so this established a connection between both methodological approaches.
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For each dashboard, the topic was the name of the artist plus the keyword ‘quarantine.’
For example, topic: Taylor Swift, keyword: quarantine. This ensured that the content that was
generated would have the name of the specific artist and the word ‘quarantine.’ The researcher
chose this keyword because the goal of the social listening was to understand how followers felt
more connected to these artists during the past year of the COVID-19 pandemic, and why they
felt more connected. The social listening of ‘Taylor Swift’ + ‘quarantine’ generated 450 total
posts, ‘Ariana Grande’ + ‘quarantine’ generated 400 total posts, ‘BTS’ + ‘quarantine’ generated
3.6k total posts, ‘Harry Styles’ + ‘quarantine’ generated 254 total posts, and ‘Justin Bieber’ +
‘quarantine’ generated 1.3k total posts. Because of the large volume of posts across all five
dashboards, the researcher selected only posts that specifically mentioned how and why that
follower felt more connected to that artist since the start of the pandemic.

Measures
The survey sought to measure the following four concepts, which are backed by the four
research questions of this study; followers’ self-identification of themselves and their social
media usage, followers’ chosen methods of engagement prior to the COVID-19 pandemic,
followers’ chosen methods of engagement since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, and
followers’ perceptions of how they’ve felt more connected to artists since the start of the
pandemic.
To measure followers’ self-identification of themselves and their social media usage, Q1
– Q3 asked participants about their age, gender and ethnicity to establish a profile of the
participants. This was to better understand who followers are, how they identify. The researcher
put these questions first with the intention to create a natural and smooth transition into the rest
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of the survey. Q4 – 7 asked participants about which social media platforms they use, if they
follow any artists on those platforms, which two artists specifically, and whether or not they
consider themselves part of a fandom. These questions were lined up after the demographics
question to easy into the study-focused questions, and to establish context to participants’ social
media usage.
To measure followers’ chosen methods of engagement prior to the COVID-19 pandemic,
Q8 – Q10 asked participants about their social media behavior prior to the pandemic; if they
followed artists, and if they interacted with those artists. Furthermore, this section asked if they
attended concerts hosted by a musical artist that they follow, watched Instagram Live sessions
hosted by a musical artist that they follow, or watched pre-recorded content posted by a musical
artist that they follow. The pre-pandemic questions were the next section to allow for
chronological order of events in the survey. The researcher also felt that it was best fitting to
establish participants’ chosen methods of engagement pre-pandemic before inquiring about
current methods of engagement.
To measure followers’ chosen methods of engagement since the start of the COVID-19
pandemic, Q11 – Q13 asked participants about how they’ve engaged with artists since the start
of the pandemic; if they’ve done so because they felt personally connected to them, because they
like the content they post, or because they were already interacting with them. Additionally, this
section asked if, since the start of the pandemic, participants have attended a virtual concert held
by an artist they follow, watched an Instagram Live session held by an artist they follow, or
watched pre-recorded content posted by an artist they follow. Again, chronologically, it made the
most sense to the researcher to have this block of questions next. The researcher asked these
questions to establish participants’ chosen methods of engagement since the start of the
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pandemic. By making the answer choices the same as the pre-pandemic question section, the
research hoped to determine an increase or decrease of methods of engagement because of the
pandemic.
To measure followers’ perceptions of how they’ve felt more connected to artists since the
start of the pandemic, Q14 – Q16 asked participants if they’ve felt more connected to artists
since the start of the pandemic, what caused them to feel more connected, and how they’ve felt
more connected. This question block was put last in the survey to keep the sequence
chronologically correct, but also to end off on the questions that require the most personal
reflecting for participants. These questions, specifically the one asking how they’ve felt more
connected, were created to allow participants to, largely in their own words, describe their
feelings of increased connectivity, if any, and why they personally think they’ve felt more
connected, if they have. In addition to this survey question block, the Social Studio social
listening sought out to give context to the data from the survey, in followers’ own words. The
comments from the social listening content analysis were unsolicited, and participants from the
content analysis were not recruited for this study, in order to keep the content as authentic as
possible.
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Results
Answering RQ1 – RQ4
Research questions one through four are answered by the following analysis of the
responses to the researcher’s survey questionnaire, and a content analysis of followers’
comments on Twitter.

RQ1: How do followers of music artists self-identify themselves and their social media
usage?
In order to break down the broad concept of social media followers, survey participants
identified themselves demographically, and specified which social media platform they use.
Additionally, participants indicated whether or not they follow any music artists on social media
– and if so, who. Those that were part of a fandom had to opportunity to identify which one. The
most evident finding for this research question was that, despite varying in which social media
platforms they use, participants largely followed the same artists and were part of the same
fandoms.
The participants were 14.45% between the ages 18 – 22, 27.46% between the ages 23 –
26, 12.72% between the ages 27 – 30, 28.61% between the ages 31 – 40, 4.62% between the ages
41 – 50, 9.54% between the ages 51 – 60, 1.16% between the ages 61 – 70, 0.87% were 71 or
older, and 0.29% preferred not to say. 0.29% was under 18, which prevented them from
proceeding with the survey. Participants identified 49.13% as female, 49.13% as male, 0.58% as
non-binary/third gender, 0.29% as other, and 0.87% preferred not to say. The ethnicities of
participants were 45.40% White, 26.46% Asian or Pacific Islander, 14.48% Hispanic or Latino,
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7.52% Black or African American, 1.95% Native American or American Indian, and 3.06%
other.
Participants identified their social media usage as 22.03% Instagram, 21.55% Facebook,
20.91% YouTube, 14.84% Twitter, 9.82% TikTok, 9.66% Snapchat, and 1.20% other.
Participants that selected ‘other’ specified Reddit and Pinterest the most, four times each. A
majority of participants, 89.88%, indicated that they follow music artists on the social media
platforms that they use, while 10.12% selected that they didn’t. The following 10 music artists
were the most followed artists among participants; Taylor Swift, Justin Bieber, A. R. Rahman,
Beyoncé, Ariana Grande, Lady Gaga, Eminem, BTS, Miley Cyrus and Harry Styles. 68.19% of
participants identified themselves as not part of a fandom, 31.19% did, with the following five
fandoms being mentioned the most; Taylor Swift, Ariana Grande, BTS, Harry Styles and Justin
Bieber.

RQ2: How did followers choose to engage with the music artists that they follow on social
media prior to the COVID-19 pandemic?
In establishing how they, prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, chose to engage with the
music artists that they follow on the social media platforms that they, participants reported on
pre-pandemic behavioral choices on their social media platforms. The biggest takeaway for this
research question was that the vast majority of participants, 85.66%, was already engaging with
the music artists that they follow on social media, pre-pandemic.
A majority of participants followed music artists on the social media platforms that they
use prior to the pandemic, with 91.53% responding with ‘yes’ and 8.47% responding with ‘no.’
When asked if they interacted with any of the music artists that they followed on social media
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pre-pandemic, 85.66% of participants said ‘yes’ and 14.34% said ‘no.’ Elaborating further on
these findings, participants said that before the pandemic 74.45% attended concerts hosted by a
music artist that they followed, 56.60% watched Instagram Live sessions hosted by a music artist
that they followed, and 84.15% watched pre-recorded content posted by a music artist that they
followed.

RQ3: How have followers chosen to engage with the music artists that they follow on social
media throughout the past year of the COVID-19 pandemic?
In trying to explain how participants chose to engage with the music artists that they
follow on the social media platforms that they use during to the COVID-19 pandemic,
participants identified the methods of engagement that they’ve chosen to partake in on social
media, since the start of the pandemic. Additionally, they identified the reason behind their
choices. The finding that stands out most for this research question, is that the percentage of
participants that have been interacting with artists since the pandemic started is only 0.83%
lower than the percentage of those who’ve interacted prior to the pandemic.
When asked if they have been interacting with the music artists that they follow since the
start of the pandemic, 84.83% of participants responded with ‘yes,’ and 15.17% of participants
responded with ‘no.’ When asked if they’ve been interacting with them because they feel
personally connected to these artists, 23.33% said definitely yes, 47.08% said probably yes,
21.25% said probably no, and 8.33% said definitely not. Next, when asked if it was because they
liked the content that the artists posted, 53.75% said definitely yes, 37.50% probably yes, 6.67%
said probably not, and 2.08% said definitely not. Lastly, when asked if it was because they were
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already following these artists since before the pandemic, 43.33% said definitely yes, 38.33%
said probably yes, 14.58% said probably not, and 3.75% said definitely not.
Similar to what was asked earlier on in the survey, participants were questioned about
their participation in three specific methods of engagement. Since the start of the pandemic,
56.03% of participants have attended a virtual concert hosted by a music artist that they follow,
61.70% have watched an Instagram Live session held by a music artist that they follow, and
82.62% have watched pre-recorded content posted by a music artist that they follow.

RQ4: How have followers felt more connected in their parasocial relationships with the
music artists that they follow on social media, a year into the COVID-19 pandemic?
When trying to explain why participants felt more connected to the music artists that they
follow on social media during the COVID-19 pandemic, participants were asked to go into
progressively more detail about their exact feelings of increased connectivity, if they’ve felt an
increase since the start of the pandemic. The biggest takeaway here comes from a cross-reference
between participants’ responses to the open-answer question about how they’ve felt more
connected, and the percentages of participants that interacted prior to and during the pandemic.
The latter percentage was about the same, with a 0.83% difference, yet participants noted in the
open-answer question that they did indeed feel more connected. This suggests that, since there
weren’t more participants interacting during the pandemic than before, those that did continue to
interact were the ones who felt those feelings of increased connectivity.
Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, 62.77% of participants responded ‘yes’ to
feeling more connected to the music artists that they follow. When asked about what caused
them to feel more connected, 28.78% of participants said it was because they watched one or
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more Instagram Live session, 24.63% said it was because they watched pre-recorded content,
22.55% said it was because they attended one or more virtual concert, and 22.55% percent said it
was because they interacted on social media. 1.48% said other, where two participants specified
with “reading texts and posts from artists” and “watching his recorded videos.”
When asked to describe in their own words how they’re felt more connected, participants
responses could be divided into seven categories based on the sentiment of the response; those
that felt more connected because they got to see more intimate and day-to-day footage from
artists, those that felt more connected because they had more free time to consume and existing
or new content, those that felt more connected because they had more free time to interact with
artists, those that felt more connected because artists posted more content or released new music,
those that felt more connected because engaging with artists and their content was a way to
relieve pandemic-induced stress or anxiety, those that felt more connected because they felt like
they could connect with artists on a more personal level because artists were also going through
the same periods of quarantine and social distancing, and those that said they didn’t feel more
connected.
Twitter content was analyzed as part of social listening research to get a deeper
understanding of how followers that weren’t survey participants felt more connected. This
gathered content can be divided into six categories based on the sentiment of the Tweet; those
that appreciated new music released by artists during quarantine, those that were able to
reconnect with artists that they enjoyed prior to the pandemic but had lost touch with, those that
discovered new artists during quarantine, those are appreciative to have more free time to
interact with content from music artists, those that felt like artists made their quarantine better
and felt saved by them, and those looking to see artists in-person when it is possible to do so.
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Discussion of Results
The results from this thesis survey and content analysis showed that parasocial
relationships between music artists and their followers were maintained throughout the COVID19 pandemic through virtual events and virtual interactions. These virtual engagements led to
followers feeling more connected to artists during the pandemic, compared to before the
pandemic.
There were equally as many male survey participants as female. A majority were White
and between 31-40 years old. A majority of participants followed artists on social media at the
time of the survey. Still, the percentage of participants that followed artists on social media at the
time of the survey is slightly lower than the percentage of participants that followed artists on
social media prior to the pandemic. This challenges Luscombe’s (2021) finding that the
pandemic has caused an increased interest in celebrities on social media platforms to a certain
extent, because the survey percentages reveal a small decrease in the amount of participants that
follow artists since the start of the pandemic. This finding was surprising, as the researcher
expected an increase in following rather than a decrease.
A majority of participants did not consider themselves part of a fandom. As Lacasa et al
(2016) state, fandoms are niche online communities whose members have deep, emotional
connections to the artists that are at the center of fandoms. This finding, cross-referenced with
Lacasa et al (2016), suggests that while a majority of survey participants do follow artists on
social media platforms, most don’t emotionally connect deep enough to reach the level of
fandom. However, the participants that did consider themselves part of a fandom, were part of
the same five fandoms that were in support of the same five artists that were also the most
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followed artists by participants. This was an interesting finding that could be seen as a testament
to the size of those five particular fandoms, as they were mentioned the most.
A majority of participants interacted with the artist that they follow prior to the pandemic.
Interestingly enough, the percentage of participants that interacted with the artists that they
follow prior to the pandemic, is slightly higher than the percentage of participants that have been
interacting with the artists they follow since the start of the pandemic. Though, it must be noted
that the difference between the two was less than 1%. Interactions between artists and followers
are a crucial part of parasocial relationships (Horton & Wohl, 1956), and for the most part, this
finding supports this. The amount of participants that interacted with artists before and during the
pandemic pretty much stayed the same, which suggests that the same amount of participants
remained committed to interacting with artists despite the pandemic. Participants definitely
agreed that they’ve been interacting with the artists that they follow because they like the content
that they post.
Prior to the pandemic, a majority of participants watched pre-recorded content such as
YouTube videos posted by a music artist that they followed. This was true for during the
pandemic as well, as here too a majority of participants watched pre-recorded content. This
supports Rodriguez’s (2021) research that states that YouTube was the social media platform
that saw the largest increase of usage during the pandemic. More participants watched Instagram
Live sessions held by a musical artist that they follow during the pandemic than before. This ties
in with the research finding that Instagram is the most used platform among participants.
Additionally, both of these findings support Leskin’s (2020) research that Instagram’s Live
feature experienced a 70% increase in usage during the initial month of the pandemic. A majority
of participants attended in-person concerts prior to the pandemic rather than virtual concerts
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during the pandemic. This finding is not so surprising, knowing Swarbick et all’s (2019) finding
that followers attend concerts to experience the music in-person with the artist and with other
followers. Virtual concerts can’t provide the in-person aspect.
A majority of participants have felt more connected to the artists that they follow since
the start of the pandemic. A majority of participants felt more connected because they watched
one or more Instagram Live session, which directly correlates with the previous research findings
that Instagram is the most used social media platform among participants, and that the number of
participants that have watched Instagram Live sessions is higher during the pandemic than
before. It also once again ties in well with Leskin’s (2020) finding.
Overall, participants expressed feeling more connected to the artists that they follow
because they got to see more of their everyday life because artists were posting more, and more
casually. This aligns with Phelps’ (2011) finding that the intimacy of parasocial interactions is
increased when artists converse in casual ways with their followers, because it blurs the line
between artists and followers and make them seem close, more personable. Another reason why
participants felt more connected is because they didn’t feel alone, they got to see artists post
content in quarantine which made participants feel like they could relate to them, like their days
looked the same. Another finding by Phelps (2011) compliments this research finding well; it is
crucial for the existence of parasocial relationships that artists relate to their followers and
compliment their daily lives.
Participants also noted that they felt more connected because the artists and their content
felt like a positive distraction from the negative news and feelings related to the pandemic. This
finding highlights McCluskey’s (2021) finding there was an increase in celebrity interest during
the pandemic as people were looking for anything to distract themselves from the news about
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COVID-19. This research finding is reinforced by the following finding from the content
analysis; followers felt like artists saved them from negative thoughts and feelings during
quarantine by being something they could focus on and distract themselves with, and by having
new music and content to engage with, such as stated by comments from followers themselves;
“All the songs BTS [is] dropping during quarantine relieve the pain for at least one week.
Genuinely puts me in such a good mood” (Appendix C, Figure 2), “My quarantine is so much
better [because] of you @BTS_twt so thank you so much for making music that will help us heal
and feel the comfort we all need #ThankYouBTS” (Appendix C, Figure 23), and “I would never
forget those sad days when we were all in quarantine feeling lonely and then this masterpiece by
Taylor Swift just dropped as a surprise and saved me from depression” (Appendix C, Figure 26).
The data gathered from the content analysis gave further context to the data gathered
from the survey, by further answering this study’s third and fourth research question in the
followers’ own words. The data gathered from the content analysis didn’t answer the first or
second research question due to the parameters of the Social Studio dashboards. Since each
dashboard was set to only generate content with the keyword “quarantine” included, no content
that self-identified followers and their social media usage was generated, which is what the first
research question sought to answer. Because of the “quarantine” keyword, no content discussing
chosen methods of engagement prior to the pandemic came up, which is what the second
research question was centered around. Therefore, the data from the content analysis focused on
the third and fourth research question.
The goal of the third research question was to discover followers’ chosen methods of
engagement with artists during the pandemic, which was answered by the following social
listening content pieces; “My [friend] introduced [me] to BTS a while ago but I wasn’t
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interested, then during those quarantine times I just started watching their music videos and
stanned them” (Appendix C, Figure 7), “Actually looking forward to any mandatory quarantine I
have to go through if I manage to move anytime soon so I can just catch up [with] BTS content”
(Appendix C, Figure 18), and “BTS Memories 2020 is 11 hours [long]?! Are we getting
unreleased videos of them during quarantine? Take my money!” (Appendix C, Figure 1).
Followers expressed being excited about the opportunity to engage with new and existing
content posted by artists, such as watching pre-recorded videos.
The fourth research question was created to understand how followers felt more
connected to artists during the pandemic, and this is how followers described it; “Quarantine
helped me rekindle my obsession [with] Taylor Swift and I couldn’t be more thankful”
(Appendix C, Figure 9), “Honestly, I don’t know how my quarantine would’ve been if BTS
hadn’t found me. This is hands down one of the best things that ever happened to me.
#ThankYouBTS” (Appendix, C, Figure 16), “This album helped me find solace in the desolate
nothingness that was brought upon [by] quarantine. It is the quintessential quarantine record and
Taylor Swift created a cinematic universe and we met her in the middle. The turmoil that is
packed into this project changed my religion” (Appendix C, Figure 22), “BTS saved my
quarantine life! BTS saved me from depressing situations because of COVID-19. They always
make me happy and they save me from the feeling of boredom. They teach me a lot of things like
love yourself, speak for yourself, and truly their songs melt and heal hearts” (Appendix C, Figure
28), and “Taylor Swift giving us songs to dance but mostly cry to during quarantine is my
favorite thing” (Appendix C, Figure 5).
Due to the pandemic, social media engagement between artists and their followers has
been more casual, less filtered, and thus more genuine. Artists have been less guarded in their
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communication with their followers, and the content has been less staged because artists have
been stuck at home just like their followers, which has made followers feel more connected;
“The pandemic has brought us closer because we have had the same big problem, and we both
had the lockdown and the same concerns” (Appendix B, Survey Question 16, Response 99), and
“The way some artists are genuine in their videos and they share their experiences on what
they’re going through and how we’re not alone in this pandemic” (Appendix B, Survey Question
16, Response 131). There were no fancy set ups or productions at play that artists could use as
safety net, which made the communication and engagement feel more genuine and authentic.
Public relations strategies and tactics moving forward should look to continue this trend.
Unfiltered and casual communication and engagement efforts between artists and followers
should be part of public relations efforts, just as much as staged and produced pre-recorded
content would be. Tying these two together, rather than prioritizing staged and produced content,
creates content that is more balanced. Additionally, more of the communication between artists
and their followers should come directly from the artists. The following steps are ways that
public relations practitioners can build relationships and engagement between artists and
followers, and continue the trend revealed in this study.

Eliminate the Middle Man
There should be less of a middle man between artists and their followers that’s
controlling the narrative and channel of communication – less production. An example of
communication that comes directly from the artists are Instagram Live sessions, where followers
feel more connected; “I got connected more through their Instagram Live sessions and also on
their stories” (Appendix B, Survey Question 16, Response 117). When artists use Instagram Live
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on their Instagram accounts, followers obtain that content directly from the artists, because they
accessed it on the artists’ Instagram accounts. This makes it so that the engagement is coming
directly from the artists.

Allow For a Direct and Open Line of Communication
Followers want to feel like they can talk to the artists, like they have a direct and open
line of communication with them; “I feel like everything they do is directed towards me. It feels
as if they are only talking to me when I see their lives or virtual concert” (Appendix B, Survey
Question 16, Response 144). They don’t want to feel like communication on either side is being
filtered by a middle man or production team. This can only be done if public relations
practitioners take somewhat of a backseat, and back off in terms of trying to control what is
being said and received.

Combine Pre-Recorded Content with Live Content
Create and release pre-recorded content, such as announcements for new music or a tour,
and follow up with Instagram Live sessions where artists can communicate freely about the
announcements, and followers get to ask questions or share their excitement directly with the
artists. Live, casual and direct communication and engagement solely between artists and
followers should be a key element to any public relations strategies and tactics, to give personal
context to pre-recorded and produced content. Practitioners should allow followers absorb the
pre-recorded content on their own time, and then bring artists and followers together in a live
setting so they further absorb the new content with each other. This idea is reinforced by the
following survey response; “Attending the virtual concerts and watching pre-recorded content
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make me feel more connected to the musical artists. I can watch them any time I wish”
(Appendix B, Survey Question 16, Response 107). The live aspect of Instagram Live makes the
engagement feel more genuine because artists are communication more freely without the
helping hand of production, as is often the case with pre-recorded content. In doing so, followers
feel like the communication feels less produced and staged, and more genuine; “It feels like
getting to know them on a more personal level through live sessions because it’s more authentic”
(Appendix B, Survey Question 16, Response 6), and “I felt more connected because they did a
lot of live shows on Instagram and this also gave me the opportunity to know more about their
private life and their thoughts” (Appendix B, Survey Question 16, Response 38).

Conduct Social Listening on a Regular Basis
Public relations strategies and tactics should incorporate social listening on a regular
basis, so it operates as continuous reputation checks for what is being said about the artists, as
well as temperature checks for how the followers feel about the artists. Doing this through social
listening of content posted by uncontrolled followers, the data is unsolicited and thus more
authentic. Knowing what is being said, and how followers are feeling, allows for helpful insights
needed to improve existing strategies and tactics, or create new ones. The 30-day period that was
measured for this study’s social listening generated sentiments such as “Taylor Swift releasing
two albums during quarantine was the best thing I’d ever imagine (Appendix C, Figure 3), “One
of the best things quarantine gave me? BTS” (Appendix C, Figure 15), and “Justin Bieber really
spent the quarantine time with his fans & did daily Instagram Lives & Facebook series, that’s
amazing” (Appendix C, Figure 24). Conducting social listening on a regular basis could reveal
whether these previous sentiments among followers are constant, or if their feelings change over
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periods of time. These specific sentiments were due to the pandemic, which suggests that if
there’s no longer a pandemic, the sentiments could change. A way to measure that change in
sentiment is through conducting social listening on a regular basis.

Use Social Studio Alongside Other Methodological Approaches
Social Studio and its social listening feature can be a comprehensive tool for public
relations practitioners, because it can operate alongside surveys or other methodological
approaches, and do its own thing as a constant source of data and insights for practitioners.
Making the collection of said data and insights a regular practice allows for a more complete
comprehension of the sentiments of followers and the conversations they are having.
Practitioners should create systems and opportunities that allow artists and followers to
communicate and engage directly with each other in order to cultivate and maintain their
parasocial relationships with each other, while also setting up internal systems to measure how
these parasocial relationships are discussed among followers in online spaces.
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Limitations & Future Research
At the time of this thesis, the COVID-19 pandemic has been going on for almost a year
and half. Because of this, there were limited amount of pre-existing research and literature about
parasocial relationships during the pandemic available to the researcher. The pandemic is not
over yet, and even as restrictions lift in certain areas of the world and people are getting
vaccinated, there is no telling what the future holds for the music industry, and how this will in
turn continue to affect the creation and maintenance of parasocial relationships. This openendedness is therefore seen as a limitation.
A larger sample size for the survey questionnaire would have increased the amount of
data and could have offered insights that weren’t able to obtained through the existing participant
pool. Additionally, a higher number of participants would have allowed for the data to be more
of a representation of followers as a whole. While the data gathered amounted to sufficient
research for this study, more ground would need to be covered with a larger group, over a longer
period of time, in order to maximize the research potential of this topic. The timeline of this
study had to adhere to the schedule of the researcher’s master’s program, which put a limit on
how much time could be spent on this research. This in turn, put a limit on how much data could
be gathered, because there was a limited amount of time for the survey to be open, and for the
social listening to be conducted.
Another limitation to the survey is the anonymity of the survey participants. While
participants’ age, gender, and ethnicity are known, geographical location is not known. This
limits the research as knowing participants’ geographical location could potentially demonstrate
certain patterns of social media usage and behavior, perhaps depending on local cultures or local
government social media restrictions. Furthermore, this study limited the methods of engagement
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to interactions on social media platforms, attending in-person or virtual concerts, watching
Instagram Live sessions, and watching pre-recorded content. It can’t be assumed that these were
the only methods of engagement, prior to the pandemic as well as during. This limited the
participants in their answer choices, which in turn limited the data as well. It also limited the
topics that were researched as part of the literature review.
For future research, the patterns of behavior that were discovered in this research could
be further developed and built upon as the music industry continues to recover from the effects
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Future scholars could use this research as a foundation when
researching the depth of followers’ behavior on social media platforms. How often are they
engaging? What are the general interactions like? What’s the tone of comments posted? How are
they responding to announcements such as new music or tours?
Furthermore, the findings in this research have the potential of serving as guidelines for
public relations professionals in the music industry when forming strategies and tactics to
establish parasocial interactions between music artists and their followers, as it discovered
followers’ chosen methods of engagement during a time where engagement had to be done
virtually. Because of this research and its findings, public relations professionals have a potential
starting point for the direction they could take when looking for ways to virtually connect artists
and followers; should a virtual concert be organized? Is a pre-recorded musical performance
more suitable? Will quick music sessions on Instagram Live suffice?
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Conclusion
The focal point of interest for the researcher was parasocial relationships between music
artists and their followers, and how the COVID-19 pandemic caused a shift in the connection
between the two through virtual events and engagement. Previous literature and research looked
into the parasocial relationships theory, the concept of followers on social media, parasocial
relationships and engagement between artists and followers, music events before the COVID-19
pandemic, virtual music events during the COVID-19 pandemic, and parasocial relationships and
engagement between artists and followers during the COVID-19 pandemic. This study’s results
concluded that parasocial relationships between artists and followers were maintained during the
COVID-19 pandemic through virtual engagements that invited followers into artists’ daily lives
during a time where followers needed the distraction and content in order to get through periods
of quarantine. This was done mainly through Instagram Live sessions and pre-recorded content,
and through virtual interactions that were casual and personable, causing followers to feel more
connected to the artists that they follow.
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Appendix
Appendix A – Survey Questionnaire
Start of Block: Default Question Block
Q1 - What is your age?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Under 18
18-22
23-26
27-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71+
Prefer not to say

Q2 - What is your gender?
o
o
o
o
o

Female
Male
Non-binary / third gender
Other
Prefer not to say

Q3 - What is your ethnicity?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Asian or Pacific Islander
Black or African American
Hispanic or Latino
Native American or American Indian
White
Other
Prefer not to say
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Q4 - Which social media platform(s) do you use? Please select all that apply.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Facebook
Instagram
Snapchat
TikTok
Twitter
YouTube
Other (please specify) ________________________________________________

Q5 - Do you follow any musical artists on any of the social media platforms that you use?
o Yes
o No
Skip To: End of Survey If Do you follow any musical artists on any of the social media platforms
that you use? = No

Q6 - Which musical artists do you follow on social media? Please list two.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Q7 - Do you consider yourself part of a fandom on social media? If so, please specify which
one.
o Yes ________________________________________________
o No

Q8 - Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, did you follow any musical artists on any of the
social media platforms that you use?
o Yes
o No
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Skip To: Q11 If Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, did you follow any musical artists on any of
the social media pla... = No

Q9 - Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, did you interact with any of the musical artists that
you followed? Interactions include liking, sharing and commenting on the content posted
by musical artists.
o Yes
o No

Q10 - Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, did you
Yes

No

Attend concerts hosted by a
musical artist that you
followed

o

o

Watch Instagram Live
sessions hosted by a musical
artist that you followed

o

o

Watch pre-recorded content
posted by a musical artist that
you followed (i.e., YouTube
videos)

o

o

Q11 - Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, have you been interacting on social media
with the musical artists that you follow? Interactions include liking, sharing and
commenting on the content posted by musical artists.
o Yes
o No
Skip To: Q13 If Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, have you been interacting on social
media with the musi... = No
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Q12 - Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, have you been interacting with the
musical artists that you follow because
Definitely yes

Probably yes

Probably not

Definitely not

You feel
personally
connected to
them

o

o

o

o

You like the
content they post

o

o

o

o

You were
already
interacting with
them prior to the
pandemic

o

o

o

o

Q13 - Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, have you
Yes

No

Attended a virtual concert
held by a musical artist that
you follow

o

o

Watched an Instagram Live
session held by a musical
artist that you follow

o

o

Watched pre-recorded
content posted by a musical
artist that you follow (i.e.,
YouTube videos)

o

o
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Q14 - Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, have you felt more connected to the
musical artists that you follow?
o Yes
o No
Skip To: End of Survey If Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, have you felt more
connected to the musical artists tha... = No

Q15 - What caused you to feel more connected? Please select all that apply.
o
o
o
o
o

Attending one or more virtual concerts
Watching one or more Instagram Live sessions
Watching pre-recorded content
Interacting on social media
Other (please specify) ________________________________________________

Q16 - How have you felt more connected?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
End of Block: Default Question Block
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Appendix B – Survey Questionnaire Results
Q1 - What is your age?

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

What is your age?

1.00

10.00

4.20

1.64

2.67

346
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#

Answer

%

Count

1

Under 18

0.29%

1

2

18-22

14.45%

50

3

23-26

27.46%

95

4

27-30

12.72%

44

5

31-40

28.61%

99

6

41-50

4.62%

16

7

51-60

9.54%

33

8

61-70

1.16%

4

9

71+

0.87%

3

Prefer not to say

0.29%

1

Total

100%

346

10

Q2 - What is your gender?

#
1

Field Minimum
What is your gender?

1.00

Maximum Mean
5.00

46

1.55

Std Deviation Variance Count
0.62

0.38

346

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Female

49.13%

170

2

Male

49.13%

170

3

Non-binary / third gender

0.58%

2

4

Other

0.29%

1

5

Prefer not to say

0.87%

3

Total

100%

346

Q3 - What is your ethnicity?

47

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Asian or Pacific Islander

26.46%

95

2

Black or African American

7.52%

27

3

Hispanic or Latino

14.48%

52

4

Native American or American Indian

1.95%

7

5

White

45.40%

163

6

Other

3.06%

11

7

Prefer not to say

1.11%

4

Total

100%

359

Q4 - Which social media platform(s) do you use? Please select all that apply.
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#

Answer

%

Count

1

Facebook

21.55%

270

2

Instagram

22.03%

276

3

Snapchat

9.66%

121

4

TikTok

9.82%

123

5

Twitter

14.84%

186

6

YouTube

20.91%

262

7

Other (please specify)

1.20%

15

Total

100%

1253

Q4_7_TEXT - Other (please specify)
1. Clubhouse
2. LinkedIn
3. LinkedIn
4. LinkedIn
5. Pinterest
6. Pinterest
7. Pinterest
8. Pinterest
9. Reddit
10. Reddit
11. Reddit
12. Reddit
13. Twitch
14. WhatsApp
15. fuck you for underpaying *
*= censored due to offensive nature of response
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Q5 - Do you follow any musical artists on any of the social media platforms that you use?

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Do you follow any
musical artists on any of
the social media
platforms that you use?

1.00

2.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.10

0.30

0.09

346

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Yes

89.88%

311

2

No

10.12%

35

Total

100%

346

Q6 - Which musical artists do you follow on social media? Please list two.
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1. Alan Walker
2. The Lumineers, Børns
3. Katy Perry
4. Eminem
5. P!nk, Ryan Reynolds
6. Bethel Music, Hillsong United
7. Metallica, Megadeath
8. Drake
9. Demi Lovato Justin Bieber
10. Yes
11. Miley Cyrus, Khalid
12. Austin Webber
13. John, A. R. Rahman
14. Avril Lavigne
15. Beyoncé, Sam Smith
16. Nick Jonas
17. 50 Cent
18. Luke Bryan, Luke Combs, Toby Keith
19. Taylor Swift, Miley Cyrus
20. Arijit Singh
21. Brittany Spears, Christina Aguilera
22. Lil Dicky, Schoolboy Q
23. Justin Bieber, Ariana Grande
24. Hans Zimmer, A. R. Rahman
25. Rihanna, Megan Thee Stallion
26. Enrique Iglesias, Wallows
27. The Weeknd, Jhenè Aiko
28. Paramore, BTS, Ariana Grande
29. Beyoncé, Megan Thee Stallion
30. Zoe, Café Tacuba
31. Ariana Grande, Jonas Brothers
32. Drake, Megan Thee Stallion
33. Rap
34. Token, Futuristic
35. Taylor Swift, Harry Styles
36. Bastille, All Time Low
37. Sting, Björk
38. Piano
39. Lizzo, Maggie Rogers
40. Yes
41. Pink Floyd, Eric Clapton
42. Garth Brooks
43. John Mayer, Stevie Vai, Dream Theater
44. Taylor Swift, Eminem
45. Selena Gomez, Justin Bieber
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46. A. R. Rahman
47. A. R. Rahman, Katy Perry
48. Chithra, Sujatha
49. Ed Sheeran, Justin Bieber
50. Alvaro Soler, Camilo Echeverry
51. 5000
52. Justine, Rahat Fatehali Khan
53. No
54. DJ Khaled, Kanye West
55. Kenny Rojers
56. Katy Perry
57. Hozier, The Paper Kites
58. Future
59. 50 Cent
60. Taylor Swift, Eagles
61. Lucky Ali
62. Pearl Jam, Bush
63. Tracy Chapman, Led Zeppelin
64. Christina Aguilera, Lady Gaga
65. Hozier, Halsey
66. A. R. Rahman, Arijit Singh
67. Newsboys, Matthew West
68. Hemanta Mukherjee, Manna Dey
69. Koala Voice
70. Lauren Jauregui, Ariana Grande
71. Selena Gomez, Justin Bieber
72. Kanye West, Sfera Ebbasta
73. Weezer, Lincoln Park, Michael Jackson
74. Ariana Grande, Foo Fighters
75. Kraftwerk, Depeche mode
76. Arijit Singh
77. Coldplay, The Chainsmokers
78. Avril Lavigne, Francesco Guccini
79. Fedez, Gazelle
80. Madonna, Brittney Spears
81. Post Malone, Garth Brooks
82. Taylor Momsen, Adele
83. Nelly
84. Bob Dylan, Girl in Red
85. Jake Ward
86. Kailash Khair
87. Machine Gun Kelly, DaBaby
88. Elvis Presley, Madonna
89. Sia, Alan Walker, Marshmello
90. Deadmau5, Boysnoize
91. Arijit Singh
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92. Miley Cyrus, Johnny Stimson
93. A. R. Rahman
94. Ville Valo, Adele
95. OneRepublic, Imagine Dragons
96. Rihanna, U2
97. Machine Gun Kelly, Drake
98. Justin Bieber, Lady Gaga
99. Snoop Dogg, Kanye West
100.
Fedez, Vasco Rossi
101.
Jennifer Lopez, Beyoncé
102.
Taylor Swift, Michael Jackson
103.
Geetha Madhuri, Karunya
104.
Shawn Mendes, Blackbear, Miley Cyrus, Brittany Spears
105.
Lana Del Rey, The XX
106.
Mariah Carey, Madonna
107.
BTS, Astro
108.
Selena Gomez
109.
Justin Bieber
110.
BTS
111.
Katy Perry
112.
Drake, Kygo
113.
Lady Gaga, Eminem
114.
The Beatles, Led Zeppelin
115.
Taylor Swift, Eminem
116.
David Guetta
117.
A. R. Rahman
118.
Rihanna, Eminem
119.
Drake, Eminem
120.
Nicki Minaj, Diplo
121.
Red Hot Chili Peppers
122.
Kishore Kumar, Lata Mangeshkar
123.
The Beatles, Don Williams
124.
A. R. Rahman
125.
Akon
126.
BTS
127.
John Mayer, The Smashing Pumpkins
128.
Migos, DaBaby
129.
Brian Wilson, John Rutter
130.
Snoop Dogg
131.
Drake, Kanye West
132.
50 Cent
133.
John Legend, Dua Lipa, Calvin Harris
134.
Eric Clapton
135.
Beyoncé, Taylor Swift
136.
Adele
137.
Charlie Puth
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138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.

Lady Gaga, Beyoncé, Metallica
Chance the Rapper, Danny Brown
BTS
Taylor Swift, Jackson Wang
Supla
Dire Street, Tears for Fears
Tove Lo
Beyoncé, BTS
Madonna, Lady Gaga
Rage of Light, Imperial Triumphant
Tyler the Creator, Lil Nas X
Usher, Drake
Avicii, Beyoncé
The Strokes, Billie Eilish
Demi Lovato
B Young, Joe Jonas
Justin Bieber
Lady Gaga
Charlie XCX
Justin Bieber
Tiziano Ferro, Ben Platt
Metallica
Alan Walker, Lady Gaga, Scorpions, Red Hot Chili Peppers
Selena Gomez, Milky Chance
Will Smith
Eminem, Drake
Drake, The Weekend
Justin Bieber, Drake
Rick Ross, Madonna
Metallica, Apocalyptica
Lady Gaga, Beyoncé
Justin Bieber, Madonna
Garth Brooks, Elvis Presley
Katy Perry, Rihanna
Ariana Grande, Lady Gaga
NF
Laura Pausini, Vasco Rossi
Selena Gomes, Justin Bieber
A. R. Rahman
Drake, Tyler the Creator
Ed Sheeran, Ariana Grande
A. R. Rahman
A. R. Rahman, Sherya Goshel
Rihanna, Adele
The Oak Ridge Boys, Josh Turner
Justin Bieber, Akon
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184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.

Rihanna, Adele
Troye Sivan, Kennedy
Justin Bieber, Lady Gaga
Jay Z, Lil Wayne
David Guetta, Neelix
Garth Brooks, Elvis Presley
Katy Perry
A. R, Rahman
A. R. Rahman
Taylor Swift, The Weekend
A. R. Rahman
fuck you for underpaying *
BTS
John Mayer,
Justin Bieber
fuck you for underpaying *
Eminem, Diplo
Taylor Swift, Hayley Williams
Cage the Elephant, Beyoncé
Taylor Swift, Ben Platt
Foo Fighters, Lana Del Rey
U2, Bon Jovi
One Direction, 5 Seconds of Summer
Dua Lipa, Harry Styles
Morgan Wallen, John Mayer
Adele, Mumford & Sons
The Killers, Metallica
Harry Styles, G-Eazy
Coldplay, Keane
Machine Gun Kelly, Jonas Brothers
Harry Styles, Taylor Swift
Khalid, HAIM
Travis Scott, Megan Thee Stallion
Saweetie, Flo Milli
Ed Sheeran, Beyoncé
Olivia Rodrigo, Taylor Swift
Bad Bunny, J Balvin
Hayley Williams, Harry Styles
Shawn Mendes, Justin Bieber
HAIM, Leon
Bad Bunny, Olivia Rodrigo
The Maine, Twenty One Pilots
Miley Cyrus, Ariana Grande
Bryson Tiller, Nicki Minaj
Ariana Grande, Harry Styles
Doja Cat, Megan Thee Stallion
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230.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.

Miley Cyrus, Billie Eilish
Drake, Tchami
Doja Cat, Beyoncé
Blackbear, Thomas Rhett
Kings of Leon, Isaiah Rashad
Post Malone, Tyler the Creator
G-Eazy, Cardi B
Rauw Alejandro, The Weeknd
Beyoncé, Justin Bieber
Chris Brown, Yo Trane
Billie Eilish, Conan Gray
Drake
Olivia Rodrigo, Bad Bunny
Joe Jonas, Taylor Swift, Cardi B, Demi Lovato
Taylor Swift, Miley Cyrus
Twenty One Pilots, Taylor Swift
X Ambassadors, Ruby Waters

*= censored due to offensive nature of response
Q7 - Do you consider yourself part of a fandom on social media? If so, please specify which
one.
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#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean

Do you consider yourself
part of a fandom on social
1
media? If so, please
specify which one. Selected Choice

1.00

2.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.69

0.46

0.21

295

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Yes

31.19%

92

2

No

68.81%

203

Total

100%

295

Q7_1_TEXT – Yes
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1. Ariana Grande
2. Ariana Grande
3. Aroha
4. Bad Bunny
5. Beyoncé
6. BTS
7. BTS
8. BTS
9. Coldplay
10. Demi Lovato
11. Harry Styles, Taylor Swift
12. Hemanta Mukherjee
13. Jonas Brothers
14. Justin Bieber
15. Justin Bieber
16. Katy Perry
17. Koe Wetzel
18. Lizzo
19. Lorde, Taylor Swift
20. Luan Santana
21. Madonna
22. Metallica
23. Morgan Wallen
24. Newsboys
25. Nick Jonas
26. Nicki Minaj
27. One Direction, 5 Seconds of Summer
28. Paramore, Harry Styles
29. Rihanna Navy
30. Taylor Swift
31. Taylor Swift
32. Taylor Swift
33. Taylor Swift
34. Taylor Swift
35. The Oak Ridge Boys
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Q8 - Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, did you follow any musical artists on any of the
social media platforms that you use?

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Prior to the COVID-19
pandemic, did you follow
any musical artists on any
of the social media
platforms that you use?

1.00

2.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.08

0.28

0.08

295

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Yes

91.53%

270

2

No

8.47%

25

Total

100%

295
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Q9 - Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, did you interact with any of the musical artists that
you followed? Interactions include liking, sharing and commenting on the content posted
by musical artists.

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean

Prior to the COVID-19
pandemic, did you interact
with any of the musical
artists that you followed?
1
Interactions include
liking, sharing and
commenting on the
content posted by musical
artists.

1.00

2.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.14

0.35

0.12

265

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Yes

85.66%

227

2

No

14.34%

38

Total

100%

265
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Q10 - Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, did you

#
1

2

3

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Attend concerts hosted by
a musical artist that you
followed
Watch Instagram Live
sessions hosted by a
musical artist that you
followed
Watch pre-recorded
content posted by a
musical artist that you
followed (i.e., YouTube
videos)

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.00

2.00

1.28

0.45

0.20

265

1.00

2.00

1.43

0.50

0.25

265

1.00

2.00

1.16

0.37

0.13

265
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#
1
2
3

Question

Yes

No

Total

Attend concerts hosted by a musical artist that you
72.45% 192 27.55% 73
followed
Watch Instagram Live sessions hosted by a musical
56.60% 150 43.40% 115
artist that you followed
Watch pre-recorded content posted by a musical
84.15% 223 15.85% 42
artist that you followed (i.e., YouTube videos)

265
265
265

Q11 - Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, have you been interacting on social media
with the musical artists that you follow? Interactions include liking, sharing and
commenting on the content posted by musical artists.

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean

Since the start of the
COVID-19 pandemic,
have you been interacting
on social media with the
musical artists that you
1
follow? Interactions
include liking, sharing and
commenting on the
content posted by musical
artists.

1.00

2.00

62

1.15

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

0.36

0.13

290

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Yes

84.83%

246

2

No

15.17%

44

Total

100%

290

Q12 - Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, have you been interacting with the
musical artists that you follow because
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#
1
2
3

#
1

2

3

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
You feel personally
connected to them
You like the content they
post
You were already
interacting with them
prior to the pandemic

Question
You feel
personally
connected to
them
You like the
content they
post
You were
already
interacting
with them
prior to the
pandemic

Definitely
yes
23.33%

1.00

4.00

2.15

0.87

0.76

240

1.00

4.00

1.57

0.71

0.50

240

1.00

4.00

1.79

0.83

0.68

240

Probably
yes
56

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

Probably
not

47.08% 113

21.25% 51

Definitely
not

Total

8.33% 20

240

53.75% 129

37.50%

90

6.67% 16

2.08%

5

240

43.33% 104

38.33%

92

14.58% 35

3.75%

9

240
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Q13 - Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, have you

#
1

2

3

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Attended a virtual concert
held by a musical artist
that you follow
Watched an Instagram
Live session held by a
musical artist that you
follow
Watched pre-recorded
content posted by a
musical artist that you
follow (i.e., YouTube
videos)

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.00

2.00

1.44

0.50

0.25

282

1.00

2.00

1.38

0.49

0.24

282

1.00

2.00

1.17

0.38

0.14

282
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#
1
2
3

Question

Yes

No

Total

Attended a virtual concert held by a musical artist
56.03% 158 43.97% 124
that you follow
Watched an Instagram Live session held by a
61.70% 174 38.30% 108
musical artist that you follow
Watched pre-recorded content posted by a musical
82.62% 233 17.38% 49
artist that you follow (i.e., YouTube videos)

282
282
282

Q14 - Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, have you felt more connected to the
musical artists that you follow?

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Since the start of the
COVID-19 pandemic,
have you felt more
connected to the musical
artists that you follow?

1.00

2.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.37

0.48

0.23

282

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Yes

62.77%

177

2

No

37.23%

105

Total

100%

282
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Q15 - What caused you to feel more connected? Please select all that apply.

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Attending one or more virtual concerts

22.55%

76

2

Watching one or more Instagram Live sessions

28.78%

97

3

Watching pre-recorded content

24.63%

83

4

Interacting on social media

22.55%

76

5

Other (please specify)

1.48%

5

Total

100%

337

Q15_5_TEXT - Other (please specify)
1. Reading texts and posts from artists
2. Watching his recorded videos
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Q16 - How have you felt more connected?

1. Artists grouped to show their life more indoors as we can't go out
2. Connected through music
3. I’ve been DMing them and commenting way more. 30H!3 even replied to my DM
4. They always appreciate and love their fans.
5. The opportunity to interact with my favorite artists on a more frequent basis has
allowed me to see that despite their being celebrities, they struggled with the rest of the
world due to the pandemic. The artists were also able to reach their audience more
frequently since we all had more free time.
6. It feels like getting to know them on a more personal level through live sessions
because it’s more authentic
7. Seeing more intimate aspects of their life
8. No
9. I've engaged more with their content and feel more in tune with what's going on in their
musical careers.
10. No
11. Artists put out more content and seemed to enjoy the connection with their fans
12. Me sentir mais próximo ao artista
13. Facebook
14. I really liked their songs very much. The sings made me so connected with them. I
became excited when I heard their songs. There is some magic in it.
15. There has been no difference in the amount of connection pre and post COVID
16. Interacting on social media
17. Because they are our stress busters
18. Through their voice and music.
19. Because of pandemic, the social media watching hours has increased and felt more
connected towards them
20. No
21. Very interesting to see live performance
22. By tuning in most of the time.
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23. By staying focused
24. Sometime I felt more connected.
25. Being able to livestream and chat and interact online
26. I have seen more of their songs than I knew before from YouTube.
27. I was connected because their music will heal my stress and depression and better way
to relax myself
28. Staying consistent in interacting on their posts, such as commenting, sharing, etc.
29. I felt more connected hearing the preloaded music of my favorite artist in calm and
quiet place at home.
30. I can still see that they're making new music and practicing their old material as well as
interacting with fans.
31. Seeing more of their day to day.
32. It reduced my loneliness.
33. Yes connected
34. You can feel the artist more, like a friend
35. Frequently watching the posts updated by artist
36. Now there are more interactions, more opportunities to share and receive content
37. They helped me through difficult times.
38. I felt more connected because they did a lot of live shows on Instagram and this also
gave me the opportunity to know more about their private life and their thoughts.
39. Yes, due to live session
40. No
41. Yes, it’s really nice thing
42. Not much more connected
43. Watching and marching pre-recorded content.
44. I felt more connected because during the covid pandemic i get more time to watch the
prerecorded events and interact with them in social media.
45. Because I love his all songs with deep of my heart
46. Because I like his every song with deep of my heart
47. I enjoyed concerts from home.
48. Yes
49. Yes
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50. Following the live broadcasts, answering Instagram stories and quizzes.
51. Satisfied thanks to technology
52. I am watching the story and post that they sharing daily and during lockdown, I've seen
how they deal with lockdown same as normal people
53. I like more content from these people.
54. Live concerts are always best ways where we feel that we are more connected to them.
But due to pandemic everyone's lives have become virtual and all got used to these
lives.
55. Listening to music
56. Because I saw the artists as “normal humans” with the same problem common to all
57. I like the music and the music artists
58. I feel like I have more time to watch more videos of artists I follow and listen to their
music. In a sense, I feel as though I can enjoy the art more.
59. Feel to spend more time for watching
60. It was enjoyable
61. Heightened sense of appreciation for artists' work as their creative output has generally
increased in an exponential manner relative to restrictions on free movement within the
public sector.
62. Feeling closer to my artists
63. No
64. Now I have more free time to follow these artists
65. While watching I had a feeling as if I was there at the moment
66. By watching and participating.
67. Nothing just like that
68. No
69. I think I get the art of the music better.
70. By watching music on social media.
71. I felt so because I have watched more songs.
72. Yes, I felt more concerned towards his speech
73. Yes, it’s a nice vibe
74. None
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75. I spend more time looking up what they post in order to relieve myself from the
boredom.
76. Happy and much more relax
77. Yes
78. I have felt more connected because the covid 19 pandemic has shown how precious life
is and that our time on Earth is limited. I feel honored to be connected with the
musical artists that I follow. They are living legends.
79. Feeling good while listening his unique songs.
80. Watching performances live
81. Buscando informações referente aos artistas que sigo.
82. The release of new albums has shown the new faces of my favorite artist.
83. With interesting interactions.
84. I felt connected in a different way
85. Watching videos on social media and share with friends
86. As they post very regularly, it's like I am keeping in touch with a friend. They also post
many encouraging messages and content to help people cope with Covid 19.
87. With online concert I can attend a concert more easily than before, consequently i am
able to attend more concerts of my favorite artists than before and though it's not face
to face I can still interact with them
88. Every time I felt connected
89. Because since CoVid-19, there are more information/communication from the artists to
their public. It creates an interaction.
90. Through lives and new content like new music and online shows.
91. As human contact apart from household members declined during the pandemic,
finding new music and becoming more personally invested in the groups as a human
experience vs simply consuming content has allowed an exploration of a new depth to
that connection.
92. By learning about their live through various means such Wikipedia, YouTube,
Instagram etc...
93. By talking with friends about our shared experiences
94. Interacting on social media
95. By seeing them perform live
96. Because I started watching live music shows and also because the singers like my
comments. It makes me feel closer.
97. It felt like being part of something special and unique
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98. Yes
99. The pandemic has brought us closer because we have had the same big problem, and
we both had the lockdown and the same concerns
100.
Increased presence on social media by the artists makes me feel more connected
than before
101.
Before the pandemic I use to listen some music and that was all. Today, as I
spend more time online, I also interact with them on social media and look for more
information as well. The virtual concerts, I try to watch them all.
102.
The artists are using social platforms more, which makes me feel more
connected as a fan
103.

I felt that I have seen more of them and I got to know them better

104.

To have an intuitive concert experience.

105.

Passionate about music, so felt connected

106.

Watching live on social media.

107.
Attending the virtual concerts and watching pre-recorded content make me feel
more connected to the musical artists. I can watch them any time I wish.
108.
Share and like their content and commenting on their social media handles.
This makes me more connected to them.
109.
I am more aware of their publications, spend more time reading posts about
them, and any answer they may post. Before I just followed them.
110.
Because the post-pandemic time, artists had to do a lot of things over the
internet because they couldn't do shows anymore.
111.

Every interesting and happy to watch. I love their performance.

112.

I felt connected to the artist.

113.

Diary, and for my love for the music

114.

I am connected by watching more live sessions

115.

Yes, because I listen to a lot of music

116.

I feel integrated with them

117.
I got connected more through their Instagram Live sessions and also on their
stories
118.

I like to spend my free time by listening to their songs

119.
Feel more Connected because during lockdown time music gave me more
relaxation.
120.

I can really with them. The interaction gives more relax and joy

121.

Because I identify with their music
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122.
They share their lives. What they have been doing being off the road, just being
at home.
123.

Somewhat

124.
It's better to watch virtual concerts then live, watching there prerecorded is I do
almost daily
125.

It's definitely great to feel when interacting with my idol feeling happy

126.

Social media

127.

Social media live chat

128.

Now there is more time to watch videos

129.

I have connected with some music artist and some classical music as well.

130.

fuck you for underpaying *

131.
The way some artists are genuine in their videos and they share their
experiences on what they’re going through and how we’re not alone in this pandemic.
132.
Actually, I understand even better what is going on with them, so I kept on
sending them money as if I was going to their concerts
133.
I have been more interested in their pages now that I haven’t been able to attend
a live concert.
134.
I feel like I got to know these artists on a more personal level because the
interactions and virtual concerts felt more intimate
135.

Artist shared more posts since covid

136.

They’ve been posting more

137.

Lives

138.

I stay up to date with any merchandise or product announcements

139.

New albums being produced to relate with in the past year

140.
During quarantine I felt like I was experiencing what they experienced with
their stories
141.
My favorite artist spent more time online and reciprocated my interaction with
her content at times, through retweeting/liking tweets or liking comments on
Instagram.
142.

I feel like I know more about their personal life’s

143.

More time for artists to have free events

144.
I feel like everything they do is directed towards me. It feels as if they are only
talking to me when I see their lives or virtual concert
145.
I feel like the artists are putting out more virtual content since COVID-19 took
away in person events. Before the pandemic not many artists posted a lot of online
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content and throughout the pandemic that was the only choice we had so I just feel
more connected because I’m constantly seeing new content online.
146.

Interacting through Instagram

147.
Using music as a way to connect and knowing that we are all going through this
together
*= censored due to offensive nature of response
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